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Closing the Window on
Mainframe Security

By  C h r i s  N ova k

IN an age of cost reduction and cost efficiency when IT managers
are required to look into how their existing infrastructures can

meet their expansion needs, often the answer is to add more functions
onto the mainframe. For decades, organizations relied on the main-
frame to run critical business applications, however, before long tech-
nology and user demands led to an unmanageable propagation of
applications running on distinct platforms. Not surprisingly, the unique
architectures of these platforms eventually created an environment that
proved near impossible to manage, driving today’s evolution toward an
open, standards-based architecture.

With years of data, including personal and private information,
stored on mainframe systems, a challenging byproduct of this open
infrastructure has occurred. One need only take a cursory look at the
headlines this year to understand that there are numerous vulnerabili-
ties that can threaten mainframe repositories and the business-critical
information they store. An attack on a mainframe system can prove
devastating to a business not only in recovery time and cost, but also as
it impacts customer loyalty and brand reputation—potential civil and
criminal liabilities loom as well.

WHAT’S OLD IS NEW AGAIN

As organizations are increasingly moving toward a mainframe
model or utilizing an existing mainframe already in place, they are
enjoying newfound economies of scale. The potential power of the
mainframe means it can crunch a significant amount of data, gener-
ating valuable reports on multiple and divergent data sets, particu-
larly in the area of supply chain management where there is an ever
present demand for solutions to help suppliers and stores complete
purchasing cycles. While the financial industry has traditionally
relied on mainframes, even through the plateau, there has been a
surge in use by the retail market utilizing the systems for data min-
ing of purchasing habits.

But as organizations face unprecedented security threats, unmanaged
legacy mainframe systems are opening up new security risks. The prob-
lem is two-fold. First, many organizations incorrectly view the main-
frame as a low risk environment, believing that if a hacker gains access
to the network, they are more likely to target the Windows-based envi-
ronment as opposed to an “archaic” mainframe. By not taking neces-
sary precautions, organizations open themselves up to the second core
problem, which is that they don’t even know what’s stored on the main-
frame so that when a hacker does breach the system, not only do they
have access to untold amounts of private information, the company is
completely ill-equipped to distribute the necessary notifications regard-
ing the compromise.

Given this potent convergence of risks, it’s not surprising that main-
frame compromises are on the rise. In 2004, mainframe compromises
accounted for 30% of the forensics cases Cybertrust covered and it is
already on track to increase by 10% this year.

So the question becomes, what can organizations do to efficiently
and cost-effectively manage the security requirements of this new open
environment and prevent landing on the front page as the latest com-
promise victim?

SECURING THE MAINFRAME

Whether the mainframe serves as the core component of an organiza-
tion’s security policy, or links to distributed platforms, IT professionals
need to consider network level and host level security measures, as well
as annual testing procedures.

Network Level Security
The open nature of mainframe network access demands controlled

access rights. Many organizations view this as a productivity issue,
believing that because so many applications interact with the main-
frame, it’s just easier to allow any and all types of traffic in—this can
be a critical error.
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Having a robust and finely tuned Intrusion Detection System (IDS)
in place is also very important for tracking mainframe access and gen-
erating traffic reports. The IDS essentially acts as a guardian for the
mainframe and can provide granular insight that is vital to protecting
the data stored in mainframe repositories.

Host Level Security
Proper handling of a mainframe’s user ids and passwords is vital and

is one of the most common mistakes organizations make today. Rather
than relying on unique letters/numbers-based passwords, generic IDs
are frequently used—in many cases using the same id for both the user-
name and password. Forensics investigations have revealed a number
of compromises that resulted for this very reason, making it clear that
industry-standard best practices are not being applied to mainframes.

Additionally, with organizations continuing to suffer financial losses
and non-productivity as a result of virus activity and related mass
exploits, patch management has proven to be a vital tool in securing the
mainframe environment. Reports have shown that the lack of patching
by organizations has uncovered easy, and often trivial, targets for hack-
ers. The most straightforward solution is to integrate the mainframe into
the enterprise-wide patch management policies and procedures. While
patches and updates to mainframes are not released as frequently as their
Windows counterparts, it will ensure a matching level of continuity and
security across all of the organization’s mission-critical environments.

Security Testing
Given the nature of the mainframe environment, many organizations

fail to audit or assess its overall security posture. There is a fear that
some part of the assessment could cause the mainframe to become
unstable and many organizations feel that the costs of the ensuing
downtime are simply too high. Quite simply, the costs of NOT auditing
are higher and can result in irreversible damage to the company and its
reputation.

Furthermore, many organizations fragment the mainframe group off
into its own world. Given that the mainframe group is usually smaller
than the Server or Workstation group, they also usually have a smaller
voice and smaller budget when it comes to security testing—this diver-
gence can be quite costly. Therefore, it is important to create a synergy
between these groups in order to leverage a more holistic approach to
security testing.

LEARNING THE HARD WAY

With a history of uncertainty about the mainframe and a fair amount
of uncertainty about the vulnerabilities that can threaten mainframe
repositories and the business-critical information they store, it’s no won-
der that many organizations have turned a blind eye—but at what cost?

When a West Coast-based financial services company suspected
customer financial information including credit card accounts and
checking accounts had been compromised, they called in a forensics
investigation team to determine the source and scope of the breach.
With a combination of Windows-based servers, Linux-based servers
and a mainframe, the environment was complex. As evidence was col-
lected and a review of the financial data believed to be compromised
complete, the investigation took focus around a handful of the
Windows systems and the mainframe. While it could be confirmed that
the Windows systems played a role in the data compromise, it was actu-
ally discovered that the data resided on the mainframe.

An exploit of one of the perimeter Windows servers provided the
intruder with a pathway into the trusted internal network, where the
mainframe resided. With no IDS and minimal host-based logging
enabled on or around the mainframe, the intruder began a brute force
attempt at enumerating a username/password for the mainframe. In less
than a day, the intruder was successful and had gained entry into the vul-
nerable mainframe. Further into the investigation it was determined that
the compromise actually spanned more data than originally suspected—
while the original scope included credit card and checking account infor-
mation, the investigation uncovered evidence that the account processing
department had also been storing new customer application data on the
mainframe, which included personally identifiable information such as
Social Security Numbers and mailing addresses. Due to the structure in
which this data was stored on the mainframe, the investigators were able
to isolate the incident and block the intruder's access before all of the
identity related information had been downloaded.

Ultimately, the security breach and account data compromise
resulted from weak security controls on both the mainframe and the
surrounding environment. Having learned its lesson the hard way, the
firm hardened its infrastructure and now performs regular vulnerability
assessments of the mainframe and surrounding environment.

A LOOK TO THE FUTURE

As the anecdote above demonstrates, mainframe security has never
been as important as it is today and with unprecedented security chal-
lenges on the horizon, its importance can be expected to grow as
organizations continue to expand their mainframe capability. With
years and years of unchecked data lying in wait, mainframe systems
have proven to be a particularly enticing target for intruders and
hackers—this will continue. Without a greater understanding and
awareness of mainframe security implications, a potential disaster
could be looming on the horizon.  
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